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Abstract

This thesis focuses primarily on constructing voice-only pedestrian guidance sys-
tems using spatial database techniques. In the process of doing this we first
explored how to use authoring tools to build natural language interfaces over
large databases. Specifically we built a natural language interface over the Mu-
sicBrainz database of 1.5GB and confronted the resulting scalability issues. We
then explored vague querying, specifically spatial queries using ‘near’. Assuming
‘language as a set of conventions’, we proposed an approach for handling vagueness
by defining contexts that are compiled to crisp SQL view definitions. In our recent
work, as partners in the Spacebook project (http://www.spacebook-project.
eu), we have focused on how to build reliable, scalable and extensible text-to-
speech (TTS) based navigation systems for pedestrians. Technical aspects we
have worked on include building the system Janus (http://janus-system.eu),
with sensor reports and bidirectional voice channels. Experimental work has been
mostly focused on measuring accuracies and latencies with available hardware.
We have also, very recently, started human usability experiments. Our theoretical
work has been in defining models for how a system can interact with pedestrians
over high latency data links with poor GPS quality using prediction of pedes-
trian positions and scheduling utterances to mask latencies. To allow for scalable
deployment, we have only used standard smart phones and inexpensive servers.
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Preface

This thesis consists of an introduction and five papers. In the introduction back-
ground and earlier works in natural language interfaces, spatial databases and
pedestrian navigation systems are discussed as well as some of the practical con-
tributions of this thesis and a direction for future work. The papers making up
this thesis are the following:

Paper I Johan Granberg1 and Michael Minock, ”A Natural Language Inter-
face over the MusicBrainz Database”, proceedings of the first Work-
shop on Question Answering over Linked Data (QALD-1), pages
38-43. May 2011.

Paper II Michael Minock and Johan Mollevik. Context-dependent ’near’ and
’far’ in spatial databases via supervaluation. Journal of Data and
Knowledge Engineering (DKE), Elsevier 86:295-305, 2013

Paper III Michael Minock, Johan Mollevik and Mattias Åsander: ”Toward an
Active Database Platform for Guiding Urban Pedestrians” Technical
Report Ume̊a Universiy UMINF-12.18 October 2012

Paper IV Michael Minock, Johan Mollevik, Mattias Åsander and Marcus Karls-
son: ”A Test-Bed for Text-to-Speech-Based Pedestrian Navigation
Systems.” proceedings of the International Conference on Applica-
tions of Natural Language to Information Systems (NLDB), pages
396-399. June 2013

Paper V Michael Minock and Johan Mollevik. ”Prediction and scheduling
in navigation systems.” In Proceedings of the Geographic Human-
Computer Interaction (GeoHCI) workshop at CHI, April 2013

1Name changed from Granberg to Mollevik in 2012 due to marriage.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis explores how to build reliable, scalable and extensible natural language
interfaces to databases, focusing mostly on spatial databases. Natural language
interfaces (NLIs) have many applications in our everyday lives, for example when
we want to control computers with our eyes and hands free or in cases where
we want to avoid learning yet another cryptic user interface for some rarely used
system. To illustrate, consider the applications demonstrated in the papers. In
the MusicBrainz domain we allow for searches of music meta-data. Here a good
natural language interface could allow for construction of playlists using either
voice or text input. Or for more leisurely browsing of music meta data (See fig 1.1
for an example interface). For example, answering questions like who performs on
the currently playing music track, where the track itself is queried from the user’s
music player.

Figure 1.1: A screenshot of our MusicBrainz interface

In the spatial domain, our primary focus, two use-cases have been more closely
studied. The first one is the issues of vagueness in geographical information (GIS)
systems. Specifically capturing the meaning of ‘near’ is hard; there is no hard
limit when things are not near any more. The crisp counterpart ‘nearest’ is more
straightforward and is the focus of much recent research in spatial databases. The
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

second use-case, a tourist application, is an NLI based guide using audio as the sole
means of user communication. This allows the users to keep looking at attractions
around them while simultaneously querying about their surroundings. They can
either ask for information about what they see or to ask for route guidance (See
figure 1.2). In this domain an NLI can also be envisioned as an interface for a GIS
system.

Figure 1.2: A pedestrian using our natural language guidance system

All of the above use cases have similar requirements: 1.) the systems in question
must be very reliable. A system that does not work half the time will send the
users back to manually clicking in their GUI application or to take up their tourist
map; 2.) such systems need to be scalable. They should work on large datasets
such as a map of an entire city or over music collections of several terabytes. This
also means that such systems should be able to run on hardware that is available
to the user, such as old home PCs or cheap smart phones. At the same time the
system must not require massive servers that do all work remotely; 3.) These
systems must be easily extensible. If the systems are not extensible it will be
very hard to correct their limitations. And limitations will arise when users use
the systems in unexpected ways. This rules out designs that can not handle, for
example, new types of objects that the user wants to find or new categories of
meta information. Of course the new functionality has to be implemented but old
functionality should not have to be rewritten.

While there are more things that are important for such systems to succeed these
are the three that are the focus of my work.
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Chapter 2

Natural Language Interfaces

Natural Language Interfaces (NLIs) are interfaces where the computer understands
human language rather than humans learning the computer’s interface. When
building a natural language interface there are two directions to consider, the
analysis direction where the system analyses what the user wrote or said and the
generation direction where the system conveys relevant information in natural lan-
guage. Work on NLIs has been conducted since the late sixties [2] with Lunar [45]
and Rendezvous [10] being well known examples. More recent examples are
TEAM [17], ORAKEL [9], C-Phrase [32, 29] and, very recently, the multi-
domain capable Wolfram Alpha [26]. (http://www.wolframalpha.com/)

One thing that remains important when constructing NLIs is restricting the inter-
face to a limited domain [11, 30]. Copestake states in [11] that to use the restricted
domain property the domain must be communicated to the user in a clear way.
Failure by the user to understand the limitations of the domain will result in both
questions the NLI can not handle and users that avoid asking questions that the
NLI could manage. It is also stated that communicating the limitations is the
correct solution, the other alternative of adding information from neighbouring
areas leads recursively to the need to cover all of English. The size of the domain
can be restricted in different ways. One can restrict the types of things the sys-
tem knows about, mapping to verbs and nouns etc. The work in [30] discusses
the requirements of viable applications of restricted domain natural language in-
terfaces on today’s web. Additionally one can restrict the types of sentences the
system can handle. In [8] Boye and Wirén argue that by limiting expressiveness
to a semantic less powerful than first order logic robustness can be increased while
retaining enough expressive power to be usable.

For the generation direction of an NLI there is a need to decide how the output
is going to be generated. The simplest solution, which is often sufficient, is to
simply use pre-written text templates. This works if the types of things the user
can ask for are few, for example if the only thing the user can ask for is upcoming
flights between different airports. If the output is more complex, other strategies
will be needed. Reiter and Dale [36], propose an architecture consisting of three
phases, document planing, micro planing and surface realization. The idea is to
separate the decisions of which communication goals to accomplish, what inform-
ation should be used to accomplish them and how to fit that into a grammatical
sentence in a natural language. This decomposes one hard problem into three
easier problems. Of course there is more to it than that, the decomposition is not
random but is derived from careful design.
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CHAPTER 2. NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES

2.1 Natural language interfaces to databases

Databases are a convenient data store for a natural language interface as well
as providing well defined query languages to compile user request into. As such
natural language interfaces to databases are an important sub-domain of natural
language interfaces in general. One motivation for the creation of natural language
interfaces to databases is to allow humans to explore structured data without
learning a query language. Additionally almost any computer system can be made
to use database tables to represent input and output. For example many basic
applications can be modeled as an append only database with tables for input,
output and system logs. Also note that database in this context need not refer
only to SQL databases, other forms of structured data such as XML can employ
the same or similar techniques.

When creating a natural language interface to a database the parsing of the hu-
man’s request has far more potential for ambiguity than the computer’s response,
which is more directly under the system builder’s control. In the generation direc-
tion the system can use standardised language to ensure that the natural language
response answers the question as the system understood it. The system can also
use query paraphrase techniques (See [10, 31]).

The analysis direction is more difficult. The system has to understand the user’s
request as best as it can and answer the question it believes it got or engage in
clarification dialog. The measures of precision, recall and willingness [32] , defined
below, can be used to measure the quality analysis.

willingness =
#correct+ #incorrect

#total

precision =
#correct

#correct+ #incorrect

recall = willingness ∗ precision =
#correct

#total

Willingness is the percentage of requests the system answers, in this case an answer
‘I did not understand that’ does not count, only answers to the actual question.
Precision on the other hand concerns itself only with the answered queries and is
the percentage of those that where correctly answered. Recall is the product of
the two and is the percentage of the questions that were answered correctly. To
maintain user trust, the system precision should ideally be one. In any other scen-
ario the user gets the wrong answer without any system indication that anything
is wrong. A low willingness on the other hand can cause frustration as the system
rejects a large number of requests out of hand.

In trying to design NLI frontends to databases that have high precision,willingness
and recall, the community has come up with a number of approaches to the input
analysis problem.

Some early experiments used what we can call the pattern matching approach.
The idea is that there are a number of patterns the system understands. An
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CHAPTER 2. NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES

example would be a city name followed by a country name, which is interpreted
as a question whether the city is in the country. A common technique is to ignore
some words such as ‘the’ and ‘in’ if they do not exist in the pattern. Doing this will
increase recall but at the risk of decreasing precision. By creating a large number
of such rules the builder of such an interface can make the system give reasonable
answers within its domain [2], however such a large number of rules are costly to
build, especially for larger databases. And of course the approach has difficulty
with more syntactically complicated sentences as well.

A more sophisticated approach is used in Syntax based systems which work by
parsing the input sentence into a parse tree. Each node in the tree is then mapped
into a query language expression. An example of this approach is Lunar [45] from
1972. A problem with the approach is that domain specific mappings are usually
needed as it is hard to map to general languages like SQL [2].

A similar approach to the Syntax based systems is the semantic grammar approach.
Like the Syntax based systems they use a parse tree. Unlike the Syntax based
systems the parse tree is not structured based on the word classes of the natural
language but on structures of a formal language query language used to query the
database. A problem with these systems is the need to construct new rules when
switching domains, as the rules for parsing becomes tied to the domain by the
coupling of natural language with a formal language grammar specialized to the
domain. An early system of this type was Ladder [23]. More recently we have
work by Mooney and Wong on the λ-Wasp algorithm [44] and the C-Phrase
system [32, 29].

In an attempt to solve the problems of being tightly tied to the domain, the
transportable approach was conceived. The idea here is to do the analysis in two
steps. First the query is translated into a logical form independent of databases.
This allows the use of wide coverage parsers built by professional linguists. This
logical form is then, in a second step, transformed into a query for a specific
database. Two examples of these types of systems are Cle [1] and Team [17].

Apart from the classifications of pattern matching approach, syntax based system,
semantic grammar approach and transportable approach there is an orthogonal
classification. Here we make the distinction between rule-based systems and stat-
istical systems [14]. Rule based systems (like C-Phrase [32, 29]) are systems
where a developer has to manually write the rules for the system. The rules might
be at any level of abstraction and there might be limited auto generation but ul-
timately it is the system designer/developer/operator who decides which rules are
included [33]. By contrast, a statistical system (like λ-Wasp [44]), which might
be based on rules, is constructed automatically. In statistical systems a set of
examples is presented to the system which uses them for training. In the same
sense as a rule based system might have some automation, a statistical system
might have some hand crafted rules. An example of this is to manually encode
the rules for function words in the target language while letting the system learn
the domain vocabulary. See [16] for a study in which we attempted to replicate
results in [44].
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CHAPTER 2. NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES

In the work in this thesis we have focused on rule based, semantic grammar type
systems. They are easier to control than the statistical variant making them
more reliable. They are also computationally faster as the rule bases tend to
be smaller. Finally they are more predictable, thus extending them it is less
likely to break what is already working. The negative side of this trade-off is
that rule based systems take longer to construct than statistical systems. We
argue that this exchange of construction time versus extensibility, scalability and
reliability is worth the cost. We expect users to be more annoyed by system
bugs than by smaller domains (due to construction costs). This has not, as of
yet, been validated empirically. The choice of a semantic grammar approach as
opposed to a transportable approach is motivated by having a better knowledge
of semantic grammar type technology and not seeing compelling evidence that the
transportable approach is better with current wide coverage parsers.

The main contributions this thesis makes to the area is the following. Demon-
strating a way to quickly build an NLI over a large database using authoring (see
Paper I). We are conducting evaluations on how to build a minimal NLI to guide
pedestrians efficiently (See Paper IV). Apart from this we have been involved in
the development of an meaning representation language (MRL) to handle dialog
in a tourist guidance context (see section 5.3) in collaboration with the authors
of [43].
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Chapter 3

Spatial Databases

Figure 3.1: The Bedolina map, a stone carving from around 1500BC picture Luca
Giarelli / CC-BY-SA 3.0

Historically the format for storing geo-spatial data has been maps. While we can
not say for sure when the first map was created, we know of maps from about
1500BC from finds in Val Camonica in northern Italy [6] (See figure 3.1). The
maps carved into stone at this site show houses, fields and irrigation channels
represented as outlines clearly recognizable as a map of a village. Since then,
numerous advances have been made in cartography. During the renaissance various
projections were used to represent the earth with more mathematical accuracy [25]
(See figure 3.2 for comparison with a map in an older style). In more modern times
other types of spatially related data have been developed. For example, in the
sixties, the US Bureau of the Census operated in a mail out/mail in manner [12];
they had a lot of data that was spatially related, keyed by postal address.

An early recognition of the possibilities of using computers to store, process and
display geo-spatial data comes from Tobler in 1959 [42]. He states that

It seems that some basic tasks, common to all cartography, may in the
future be largely automated, and that the volume of maps produced
in a given time will be increased while the cost is reduced.

Early systems [12] working with spatial data were mostly driven by the need to
solve large tasks using whatever technology was at hand despite its limitations.
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CHAPTER 3. SPATIAL DATABASES

Figure 3.2: (left) A recreation of a map by roman cartographer Pomponius Mela.
(right) The Mercator world map of 1569.

The trend was to implement a system to solve a task that was otherwise infeasible
and then leave it as a legacy system after the task was done. In short spatial data
processing was a means to an end, not the focus of research in its own right.

It is unclear exactly when the term ‘spatial databases’ was coined, but in a paper
from 1994 Güting [18] defines the following properties needed for a system to be
a spatial database system.

• A spatial database system is a database system.

• A spatial database offers spatial data types (SDTs) in its data model and
query language.

• A spatial database supports spatial data types in its implementation, provid-
ing at least spatial indexing and efficient algorithms for spatial join.

Given that we have these features, a host of spatial problems becomes easily ex-
pressible.

An example would be the following query “what’s the longest any resident has to
walk from home to the closest bus stop”. As long as we have a digital map of
the city including information about bus-stops and which buildings are homes and
what paths are walkable, we can compute the answer with a spatial database. Or
similarly “which street has the most cramped households” can be answered if you
have a city map where the area of homes is apparent and some non-spatial data
of how many residents each house have.

A key issue however is that queries should be declared declaratively. While Güting
does not declare that the database must be relational, we, and many others, see
no viable alternatives. Let us review what it means for a database to be relational.

For a database to be relational it has to have at least the following properties:

• Must store its data as a set of relations (also called tables).
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CHAPTER 3. SPATIAL DATABASES

• Each relation is a set of tuples (also called rows) of the same structure and
with the same names. That means that all tuples in the same relation have
the same number of elements and that elements named the same are of the
same type in all tuples in the same relation. (Tuple elements sharing a name
in a relation form a column.)

• The database system must be able to join together relations to form new
relations at runtime and filter them by specifying constraints on the tuples
in the computed relation.

• It should be possible to specify constraints on relations such that the data-
base system can guarantee that the tuples stored in them do not violate these
constraints. Constraint types should include at least:

– Primary key constraints: the specified columns in each tuple are enough
to uniquely distinguish the tuple among all tuples in the relation.

– Foreign key constraints: the specified columns have the same value as
the primary key of some existing tuple in a specified relation.

While not strictly needed by the definition most major database systems also
include the following for performance and ease of use:

• Indices: a device to speed up queries, works by taking a subset of the columns
in a relation and computing a typically tree-base data structure in some
ordering that makes joins and/or condition testing faster. It is worth noting
that the database system figures out by itself if using an existing index will
speed up a query. Commonly the developer is responsible for creating the
indices.

• Server-side functions: having code run within the database system allows for
more complex queries to be written and thus simplify development.

A query to the database engine is declarative. The developer does not have to
bother with how the database will access the underlying storage nor with enforcing
that the constraints are not being violated on data modifications. This is a huge
strength of relational databases, the fact that the developer can formulate his
query in a relatively compact manner and know that the result is correct. In the
absence of a declarative approach the developer has to specify the disk or memory
storage formats himself, implement search algorithms himself, check consistency
himself.

Looking more closely at queries we can discern the following common cases:

• Singleton query: the query returns one or zero tuples as its result. In some
database systems you can use the result of a singleton query as a value in a
condition, allowing for more complex queries.

• Bounded queries: these queries return between zero and some fixed number
of results, a special condition is formulated that restricts the number of
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CHAPTER 3. SPATIAL DATABASES

returned tuples to at most that amount. These are interesting as they can
often be optimized to run faster. For example if the database system has an
index over salaries ordered from highest to lowest, and is asked to retrieve
the ten highest salaries, it only has to pick them directly from the top of the
index instead of searching the entire index.

• Range queries: some conditions are specified to return the tuples whose value
of some columns is between a lower and upper bound. These too can take
advantage of indices.

When extending a relational database system to be spatial we have to, according
to Gütings criteria, add spatial types and indices as well as efficient spatial joins.
This can be accomplished by adding the following.

• Data types for points, linestrings and polygons.

– A point can be represented as a pair of floats. (or triple if the database
is working with 3D data)

– A linestring is a sequence of connected lines, the end of the first con-
necting to the beginning of the next one and so on.

– A polygon is an area. For 2D this can be represented as linestring that
has the same startpoint as endpoint and does not cross its own path.

• Indices that work with points, linestrings and polygons. The common types
are R-Trees [19] or GIST [22] indices.

• Efficient algorithms for joins filtered by distance between spatial objects,
spatial object containment and spatial object overlap.

Something that is also desirable to add to the spatial database system, is support
for the following query types:

• k-nearest-neighbour (knn) queries: this is a type of bounded query which
returns the K tuples that are closest to some reference geometry, while also
matching other filter conditions.

• Route queries: this query type will return a linestring from an original point
to a point matching some goal condition, while observing conditions on which
path it may take. For example, one such condition might be, ‘must not
intersect any polygon in the building table’. Or ‘must be contained by the
linestrings in the road table’. In this later case A* [21] is a suitable algorithm
to implement this query.

Let us look at the example “what’s the longest any resident has to walk from
home to the closest bus stop”. This query can be encoded as: take the relations
containing residences and for each of them, make a (knn) query against the relation
containing bus stops, filter the resulting table to find the maximum distance. This
will be the maximum distance of any resident to their closest bus stop. Note
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CHAPTER 3. SPATIAL DATABASES

that strictly speaking distance should be related as network distance. All to often
euclidian distance is used in practice.

To work with spatial data it is of course not enough to have a spatial database,
of equally large importance is sources of ‘good’ data. The determination of ‘good’
is complex. For example the following can affect how ‘good’ data is in a given
application:

• Does it support 2D or 3D?

• What is the granularity? (only buildings or everything down to every lamp
post, does it include trees and other natural features)

• How many objects of represented types are missing?

• What is the accuracy of object placement?

• How small details of an object are discernible?

• How old is the data?

• Is temporal data present? i.e. can we see what it looked like in the past?

• Is the data being updated, how often?

• Is the data consistently represented?

• Is the data freely available?

The work in Paper II-V has used OpenStreetMap [20] data (See figure 3.3 for
an example rendering of this data). OpenStreetMap is a project to provide
geographical data under a licence that allows anyone to use it. It is built by
volunteers contributing data. In many cases by going around their neighbourhood
with a GPS and annotating the data points gathered, improving the map quality
of their local area. OpenStreetMap provides 2D map data and in some cases
simple 3D data (building heights and which road is an overpass/underpass). It
has an accuracy for object placement similar to consumer GPS devices with a
human doing sanity checks meaning it is quite good for the pedestrian navigation
we are doing. OpenStreetMap also covers a huge range of object types including
pedestrian crossings, ATMs and bus stops which have been useful. On the negative
side, from a pedestrian guidance point of view OpenStreetMap does have a lot
of objects missing from its data, how much varies with location, but outside central
areas in many cases only streets are present.

Another data source we consider is the government, for example United Kingdoms
Ordinance Survey and Swedish Lantmäteriet have similar data available. In both
cases they have maps of all buildings and streets in the area and in addition to 2D
information height above the sea level are available. On the negative side many
small details are not present such as ATMs and benches. The resolution for height
data is about 1 point every 2 × 2m which is slightly too low to accurately detect
sidewalks and similar features. A major problem with these kinds of data sources
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Figure 3.3: Renderings of OpenStreetMaps data (left) Stockholm (right) Ume̊a

is that they are not freely available. Pricing may vary and getting free access for
research is feasible but the data can not be freely redistributed.

The spatial database implementation we have used in this work is PostGIS [35]
which is an extension that spatially enables PostgreSQL [37].

The contributions of this thesis to this area are mainly: A method for storing
and querying vague data including spatial vagueness in databases in Paper II. A
tool for plotting the result of SQL queries against a PostGIS database described
in more detail in section 5.2. And ideas of how to use bi-temporal databases for
working with pedestrian movement prediction in Paper V and section 6.1.
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Chapter 4

Pedestrian Navigation Systems

Early work on computer based navigation systems focused on vehicle navigation.
This includes the Electronic Route Guidance System (ERGS) [39] de-
veloped in 1970. Since then the number of car navigation systems have become
ubiquitous with commercial systems from, for example, TomTom. Then, as well
as now, the goal of a navigation system is to guide its user in an efficient and safe
manner to some target destination. When the mode of transportation is automot-
ive this consists of advising the driver which turns to take and in more advanced
systems which lanes to be in. Typically this is done with a device displaying a
map fixed to the cars dashboard augmented with voiced instructions.

For a system to know user location some kind of position sensor is required. In
early work or work focusing on indoor scenes, a variety of devices are employed,
passive ones such as accelerometers or local radio beacons or active ones such as
radar, lidar or sonar. For outdoor use, global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)
like NAVSTAR GPS or GLONASS are a cheap choice (See figure 4.1 for pictures)
Even with their inaccuracies, GPS devices are a huge improvement over earlier
alternatives. When hand-held GPS (globally available in 1994) receivers became
commercially available in the late eighties/early nineties the accuracy was orders
of magnitude better than the alternative. And this was despite the US policy to
slightly degrade the GPS signals for civilian use. Since the degeneration of signals
has been suspended, GPS devices are now accurate to within a few meters, but
there is a catch. This applies if the receiver is good enough and with a reasonably
clear view of the sky. Among high buildings the signals bounce reducing accuracy.
To get higher precision GNSS can be complemented with other sensors, doing this
can yield a very accurate position, but tends to require expensive sensors. GPS
devices are well suited for pedestrian navigation as modern GPS devices are cheap,
small and light, as they are built into mobile phones.

When looking at pedestrian navigation as opposed to vehicle navigation, the prob-
lem gets more challenging. In general vehicles turn rather slowly and have a
reasonably predictable speed. In most cases vehicle guidance needs relatively low
precision position measures. A car driver will not be overly inconvened if his nav-
igation system believes his position is 15m from where he is. For a pedestrian
the same error can cause major problems. Errors on that scale can for example
mean that the system thinks the pedestrian is on the other side of a building. The
pedestrian’s ability to stop or change movement direction almost instantly also
introduces challenges. Unstable GPS readings make it hard to tell if a pedestrian
turned or if the measure was sensor just noise. Interpolation over time can make
the position clearer but that will also mean that the system has to work with old
information making it slow to react. Another aspect of the slower movement speed
of pedestrians is that the landmarks they are looking at are a lot smaller than a car
driver’s. This is mainly an issue of map quality. Getting a map showing buildings
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Figure 4.1: (left) 24 satellite GPS constellation, as can be seen the satellites are
spread out in multiple orbital planes (right) an artistic rendering of an GPS satellite

and streets is quite easy. Maps showing trees and benches, on the other hand, are
not generally available.

When looking at the history of pedestrian navigation systems, early systems fo-
cused on navigational aides for the blind (for example [27]). After 2000, work
focusing on a broader audience becomes more common. In 2003, May, Ross, Bayer
and Tarkiainen [28] write about navigation strategies for pedestrians as opposed to
car drivers. Their main conclusion is that landmarks are more efficient in guiding
pedestrians than turn instructions. The NAVIO project [15] works on building a
system that works both indoors and outdoors by fusing sensor data from different
sensor types to handle GPS blackouts. In Japan the NAVITIME [3] system has
been successfully deployed to guide pedestrians through the railway system and
at street level through the use of a map interface running on mobile phones.

Looking more specifically at tourist navigation, IKAROS project [41] criticize
the branding of navigation systems designed for car navigation as “suitable for
pedestrians”.

The concept of car navigation is not appropriate for pedestrian nav-
igation. Pedestrians can pass lanes, cut across open spaces and use
one-way-streets in both directions. A pedestrian navigator should take
that into consideration. [41]

A slightly different approach to tourist navigation is“I Did It My Way” [38] that
instead of displaying a map uses a hand held device that gives haptic feedback when
held in the bearing of the target location. This approach is intended to keep the
eyes of the pedestrian free and support more free form exploration. Another similar
project using a tactile display to guidance is PocketNavigator [34]. Pocket-
Navigator combines a traditional map display with tactile feedback allowing the
user to choose which mode of operations they want to use at the time.
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The Spacebook project [24] shares the goal of “I Did It My Way”and Pock-
etNavigator to allow more free form exploration of the city than holding a map
displaying device in hand allows. The approach taken here is to use speech for both
input and output directions. This enables the pedestrian to be eyes and hands free,
while still getting both guidance instructions and interesting information about the
locations as they pass them. This builds on work in natural language generation
of route descriptions, for example the CORAL system [13]. It also builds on
earlier audio only interfaces like EARS [5]. The Spacebook project has ex-
plored other issues as well, such as spatial grounding to compensate for unreliable
GPS readings [7].

This thesis contributions to this area are the following. The Janus experimental
platform in Paper III and IV (see section 5.1 for more details) which abstracts the
hardware and network communication parts of an pedestrian guidance system.
This abstraction greatly simplifies the creation of quick experiments testing usab-
ility and user interaction. Coupled with this contribution are the test protocols
in Paper IV. Finally this thesis contributes work on the use of prediction to mask
latencies and to prioritize system responses in Paper V (see section 6.1 for more
detail).
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Chapter 5

Software Contributions

Several different software systems, both large and small, have been constructed
during this thesis. The most significant system is the Janus experimental platform
for two way audio pedestrian guidances, a joint effort of our group in Ume̊a. Apart
from that, I have developed a tool for rendering query results from PostGIS
graphically, a parser/validator/unification system for the Spacebook Meaning
Representation Language (MRL) and software to combat clisp stability problems
during our MusicBrainz work.

5.1 The Janus experimental platform

To be able to run experiments outside of Edinburgh we have developed an experi-
mental platform that can run anywhere OpenStreetMap data is available. This
requires us to drop Ordinance Survey data, thus loosing height information. This
has worked surprisingly well since the locations we have wanted to run the system
in have been in central places in medium to large cities, coinciding with the places
where OpenStreetMap has good coverage.

The experimental system will be released as open source under the name Janus1

will be used in my future Ph.D. studies and beyond. It consists of an Android
App that relays sound and sensor data as well as pictures from the phone’s camera,
the later is used during wizard of Oz (WoZ) studies2. On the backend we are using
a PostgreSQL database with PostGIS, a SIP server called Freeswitch and a
server application running on the JVM. With the exception of the SIP server, the
system is easy to deploy on Debian 7 amd64 and work is being done to deprecate
the SIP server to make deployment trivial. The JVM server application is based
on the design and component model used in Spacebook but several modules have
been reimplemented in Java or Scala to facilitate portability.

For WoZ studies and system testing, Janus contains a GUI application that can
observe pedestrian movement on a map, as well as hearing the pedestrian and
seeing pictures from the phone’s camera (See figure 5.1). This last feature requires
mounting the phone so that the camera is not blocked. During studies in Ume̊a
a harness has been used to mount the phone on the pedestrian’s chest. This GUI
can be used either for WoZ studies with a wizard guiding the user or an automatic
controller can be attached to the system and the tool can be used to observe
pedestrian interactions.

The GUI application can also simulate a pedestrian for testing. In this mode no
phone is connected to the system and instead the GUI application is injecting

1See www.janus-system.eu for a video demonstration of Janus.
2In a wizard of Oz study the experimenter tells the user they will interact with their system

but in reality the system is controlled by a human.
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Figure 5.1: An image of the Janus WoZ GUI. To the left is the map area, in the
middle a picture from the pedestrian’s phone and to the right is a log of what has
been spoken to the pedestrian. Finally there is a text box to send instructions to
the pedestrian with.

simulated sensor data into the system (see figure 5.2). All other components are
unaware of this and act as normal. This is useful primarily for testing components
during development. This practice has lead to most bugs being caught early and
has helped us avoid crashes during trials with subjects.

5.2 PostGIS graphical query tool

Second to the Janus platform the most interesting tool developed in this work is
the PostGIS graphical query tool called sb2png as it was originally employed
against the Spacebook database (build by another command line tool called
osm2sb from OpenStreeMap data). The way it works is taking a command line
containing SQL queries and formating directives and outputting a PNG image
with the geometries returned by the queries rendered onto the image.
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Figure 5.2: The GUI in virtual mode. Note how the picture has disappeared and
a ‘compass’ like device has appeared in the lower right. This device can be clicked
to move the virtual pedestrian.

For example:

./sb2png cm_3.1_stockholm_1 1600 1200 \

-c 1 0 0 -p 2 0 \

-fs 30 -t 10 -c 0 0 1 -fc 1 1 1 \

-q "select * from hasShape natural join \

isNamed natural join isA where type=’restaurant’" \

-c 0.7 0.7 0.7 -t 1

-q "select geom from hasShape natural join isA where \

type=’street’ or type=’building’" \

-z 0.8 > foo.png

yields the picture in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: Rendering of a part of Stockholm, a GPS trace shown in red, restaur-
ants shown as blue dots. Rendered using the sb2png tool.

5.3 Meaning representation language (MRL)
parsing and unification library

In the Spacebook project we have developed an extensible meaning represent-
ation language (MRL) library over conjunctive logic extended with handles [43].
The class of MRL languages have the following structure:

• A sentence in these languages is a set of statements all joined by conjunction.

• A statement in these languages has a name an optional handle and a set of
named and typed parameters.

• If a parameter is a free variable all occurrences of that variable must have
types with an non-empty intersection.

• If a parameter is a handle there must exist some statement with that handle.

An example sentence would be

dialogAct(act:instruct,prop:H),H:pursueLeg(agent:8,leg:1008).

where dialogAct and pursueLeg are statements, H is a handle, act, prop, agent
and leg are parameter names, instruct is a constant value and 8 and 1008 are
integer values.

Our library is capable of defining a schema that defines a language from this class
by listing the statements with their arguments as well as types and also create
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the types. The types the system can handle are literal constants, strings, integers,
floating point values as well as types that are the union of those types. Having
the unions of types allows for types that can partially overlap in allowed values
which is useful, for example for defining units. Consider the case of three types
TimeUnit, LengthUnit and TimeOrLengthUnit where the last one is the union of
the other two. When defining a predicate such as

remainingRoute(route:Id,amountLeft:TimeOrLengthUnit)

the union feature allows for handling the format of, in this case, the remaining
route independently of whether we are representing time or distance remaining.
In total this schema feature allows us to determine if a string is in our defined
language.

The final piece of the puzzle is the ability to do unification between sentences.
Consider the following two sentences.

dialogAct(act:inform,prop:H),H:distance(distance:X,unit:Y).

dialogAct(act:inform,prop:H),H:distance(distance:545.6,unit:meters).

here if we unify the first with the second we get.

{{X->545.6,

Y->meters}}

This allows us to de-construct complex sentences and find the values of selected
variables. More importantly it allows us to define equality of sentences independ-
ently of variable names. Also note that the unification shown is a set of sets, this
is because in some cases there is more than one assignment of free variables that
will unify the sentences.

5.4 Remote-hashing for Clisp

During our work with the MusicBrainz database we found some reliability and
performance problems in the clisp interpreter, the lisp interpreter used by C-
Phrase [32]. The problem was that when using more than a couple of MB of
stack memory, clisp would crash with a segmentation fault. As a workaround
we developed a C++ program implementing hash maps that could be remotely
accessed by sending data over (stdin) and getting answers from (stdout). This
worked very well and ‘solved’ the problem. In a similar situation when compu-
tations were taking a long time we developed a C program that started another
clisp instance on another host accessible with ssh and sent packages of work there
to utilize more compute power.
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Conclusions and Future Work

A conclusion from experiments in Paper I and my master’s thesis [16], contrasted
against the performance of the system in Paper IV is that rule-based hand crafted
NLIs are easier to get usable for such a dynamic domain as navigation systems.
Even if a rule-based system understands fewer alternative ways of expression we
expect that it will also detect hard to parse sentences more reliably. We claim that
it is better that the user must learn how to phrase themselves to be understood by
the system than using a statistical system that might, by some quirk in the parser
or bias in the training set, select the wrong meaning for an utterance. On top of
that, statistical systems have another problem. When trying to extend the domain
of a statistical system one has to give it more training data, the added training
data increases the risk that the statistical system will learn something incorrect
and in the end this becomes an issue in terms of both extensibility and reliability.
The more you extend the system, the less reliable it becomes. A hand crafted
system can combat this with either some restricted language grammar that can
be formally verified or by resorting to different hand crafted parsers for different
contexts.

As can be seen from the later papers in this thesis, my primary focus has become
pedestrian guidance using text-to-speech (TTS). Taking Paper V as a direction,
three foci of future work are Prediction Models, Utterance Timing and Evaluation.

6.1 Prediction models

Considering Paper V, the need for prediction models becomes apparent. While
the basic idea of predicting where a user will be at some time in the near future is
quite simple, initial experiments have shown that the problem can be approached
from many angles and which one to choose seems non-trivial. This looks like a
promising area of future research and required to construct a system like the one
envisioned in Paper V. Some preliminary work has already been accomplished. See
figure 6.1 for a view of our ‘marble-model’ predictor as currently implemented. The
marble-model predictor is based on an idea on page 15-16 in [4] where the areas
the pedestrian is most likely to be, like sidewalks, are ‘lowest’. The predicted or
measured position is allowed to roll a bit downhill to correct for measurement errors
or in the case of prediction for roads not being perfectly straight and pedestrian
measurements not being in a perfectly straight line. There are challenges both in
terms of getting a predictor efficient enough to be used in sub-second decisions,
especially when attempting to scale to more than one user. The reliability of the
predictor is also a challenge. Early experiments with gravity imitating models1

1In our gravity model, each time step every point on the road network attracted the predicted
position by a force decreasing quadratically with distance, apart from that the pedestrian was
predicted to keep moving in their current speed and direction.
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that initially looked promising and were tweakable to a point ended up failing too
often to be usable. The ‘marble-predictor’ has performed better but that has not
been fully evaluated yet.

Figure 6.1: Red dots in the picture extend out from the black dots representing
positions. The red dots are updated in real time allowing a detailed analysis of
predictor behaviour.

An interesting fact about prediction is that it is by nature bi-temporal [40], that is
at each point in time you can predict what the state will be at some future points in
time. If this data is stored it allows asking questions like is the route now predicted
similar to the one predicted 5 seconds ago? This can be useful for example in the
following case. If the answer is that the current predicted route is not similar to
the route predicted 5 seconds ago, that means circumstances somehow changed.
Depending on what is going on in the application now might be the time to tell
the user that some earlier instruction can be disregarded or that they seem to be
going the wrong way.
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6.2 Utterance Timing

Another important consideration is utterance timing. This includes both when to
send utterances from the server so that the phone receives it at an appropriate
time and how much in advance instructions should be given to pedestrians. One
consideration in this area is what to run on the phone and on the server. Running
code on the phone hugely reduces latencies while limiting storage and processing
resources. So the decision of what to run on the phone and what to run on the
server is an important issue when building reliable and extensible guidance systems.
Moving computations to the slower compute unit on the phone might make the
system more scalability by reducing server load. Even when the phone by itself
is slower than the server, if the phone can handle some of the computations the
server can handle more connected clients at once.

6.3 Evaluation

Human usability evaluations of Janus are only now starting. We have begun
testing various configurations of our automatic controllers to guide subjects on a
fixed tour around Ume̊a Universities campus. Figure 6.2 shows the flier we are
using to attract subjects. We have run 5 subjects thus far through WoZ trials.
Without exception the subjects were successfully guided. We are now starting
evaluations to see if an automated system will be as successful.

Evaluation has been delayed in favor of perfecting a stable implementation. We will
evaluate reliability by measuring task success rates. Scalability will be tested by
connecting many devices at once. Extensibility is not a quality that is amenable
to evaluation during user studies. Rather it can be evaluated using qualitative
studies, studying how much has to be changed to add new features, etc.

A Free* Lunch!

* Of course we are told, 'there is no free lunch'. 

Here is the deal: You try out our pedestrian
navigation system on a 10 minute walk on 
the Umeå University campus and you get 
a coupon for a lunch at Universum. 

Not only a tasty meal, but an interesting 
experience too!

If interested, send an email to janus@cs.umu.se where you state your name, 
gender, age, and field of study (or occupation). Also try to specify the 
dates and start times (11, 12, 13, or 14) in November 2013 or December 2013
when you could participate. We are looking for multiple particiants.

Figure 6.2: The flier we are using to recruit subjects for evaluation
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Summary of Papers

All of the papers in this thesis are concerned with building extensible, reliable and
scalable natural language interfaces over databases. Paper I is the most general
and the later papers are progressively more focused. Already in Paper II the work
specialises in spatial databases only to be refined further by focusing on guidance
in Paper III and IV. Finally in Paper V we identify the problem of control latency
and propose the use of prediction and planing to maintain reasonable response
times.

Paper I:

A Natural Language Interface over the MusicBrainz Database

This paper describes how to via authoring build a natural language query ap-
plication over the MusicBrainz dataset. It starts by identifying that when the
user’s conceptual model mismatches with the way it is stored in the database the
task of constructing an NLI gets much more complicated. The solution the paper
takes to that problem is to define a set of PostgreSQL views that transform the
database representation into one that more closely matches what the user expects.
This proved to simplify the creation of an NLI over the database. Paper I also
describes various technical problems encountered when working with databases of
this size (1.5GB), such as computational speed of views and how different equival-
ent SQL queries have different performance characteristics. The paper concludes
that the approach of authoring an NLI over this domain is feasible after technical
difficulties where resolved.

Paper II:

Context-dependent ‘near’ and ‘far’ in Spatial Databases via
Supervaluation

This paper is the first in this thesis that handles spatial issues. The focus is on
producing definitions of near and far that can be used in a database. This is a
problem dependent on context and the paper approaches this by supplying data
points into the database via a teacher tool. The points are then used to define
bounds for near and not-near keyed on their context (similarly for far and
not-far). If an unseen object is closer than some near object in the same context
then it is near and similarly for far. This is done by compiling the contexts into
SQL views.
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Paper III:

Toward an Active Database Platform for Guiding Urban Pedestrians

This technical report describes the system we are using in the last three papers of
this thesis. The system in question is made for guiding pedestrians either using
an automatic controller or by having an operator typing instructions to the user.
Our system runs on Android for the client application and JVM for the server.
We also present initial observations about the system’s responsiveness in regard to
latency in reports from the phone to the server, which were found adequate. This
report describes our understanding of the system as of October 2012.

Paper IV:

A Test-Bed for Text-to-Speech-Based Pedestrian Navigation Systems

This paper is a shorter conference paper version of Paper III. To the system in Pa-
per III we have added two-way audio and ability to send pictures from the phone’s
camera to the operator. We also discuss experimental protocols for evaluating
guidance efficiency.

Paper V:

Prediction and Scheduling in Navigation Systems

Paper V’s main contribution is identifying an interesting future direction of im-
provements to pedestrian guidance systems. The paper observes shortcomings in
a reactive approach to guidance, where the decision to voice an utterance happens
when the system detects the user is at a decision point. We propose an alternative
scheme where the system predicts future pedestrian positions. Using this predic-
tion the system creates a schedule of things to say, accounts for priorities, time
and positional constraints.
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